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Let C(H) denote the C*-algebra of all compact linear operators on a complex 
Hilbert space H. If 6 is a closable *-derivation in C(H) which anti-commutes with 
an involutive * -antiautomorphism a and has finite spatial deficiency-indices, then 
there exists an infinitesimal generator 6, of a continuous action of R on C(H) 
which extends 6 and anti-commutes with a. This is an analogue of the von 
Neumann’s theorem which states that a symmetric operator commuting with a 
conjugation J has a self-adjoint extension which also commutes with J. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The investigation of closed *-derivations in the algebra of compact 
operators seems to be fundamental for the survey of unbounded derivations 
in C*-algebras. In [ 1 ] Bratteli and Robinson proved the following result: If 6 
is a closable *-derivation in a C*-algebra U such that C(H) c U cB(H) 
(B(H) denotes the von Neumann algebra of all bounded linear operators on 
a Hilbert space H), then there exists a symmetric operator S in H such that 
for x E g(6) and <E g(S). 
This result tells us some fundamental properties of closable *-derivations 
in C(H). For example, closable *-derivations in C(H) are well behaved (cf. 
[2]). However some difficulty remains about the domains and cores of 
derivations and the correspondence between closable *-derivations and their 
implementing operators. 
In this paper we consider the extendability of closed *-derivations in C(H) 
based on the above result and give a suffkient condition for a closed *- 
derivation to have a generator extension. The problem is deeply concerned 
with the core problem (cf. Question 1.4). We cite [3 and 71 of the literature 
about extensions and cores of derivations in other C*-algebras. 
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We first estimate the domains of closed *-derivations in C(H) and 
introduce their spatial deficiency-indices. 
1.1. PROPOSITION (Bratteli and Robinson). Let 6 be a closed *- 
derivation in C(H). Then there exists a closed symmetric operator S in H 
satisfying the following condition: 
W(S)) c= W), 6(x)< = i(Sx< - xS<) (1.2) 
for x E 93(J) and 4 E g(S); and the above S is unique up to the addition of 
a real multiple of the identity operator, which means that ly S’ is a symmetric 
operator satisfying (1,2), then we have 
for some real constant 1. 
s+IzEs’ (1.3) 
Moreover the domain of the symmetric operator S is given by the relation 
g(S) = {< E H: the operator { (E H) -+ ([ I<)< (E H) belongs to g(6)). 
(1.4) 
This result is due to [ 11. The additional properties, i.e., the closedness and 
the minimality of S are derived from the linearity of the right-hand side of 
(1.4) which is shown by a similar argument in [6, Lemma 21. 
Then we admit three kinds of spatial derivations. Let S be a symmetric 
operator in H. We set 
~(Si,) = {X E B(H): x(~(S)) E I, x*(~(S)) 5 I, 
the linear operator r (E a(S)) + SxY - xSl (E H) 
is extended to a bounded operator on H}. 
For each x E @(6J, we define a derivation in B(H) by 
6,(X)r = i(Sx< - XS() 
for {E g(S). We further define two derivations si, and SE in C(H) as 
follows: 
~(~1,) = {X E L3(6is): x E C(H), 6,(x) E C(H)}, 
G3(&) = {x E qiQ: x and da(x) are tinite- 
dimensional operators on H}, 
siS<x> = 6iS(x) for x E ~(~i,) and 
6,(X) = 61,(X) for X E a(6,). 
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It is then easy to see that 6,, is a u-weakly closable *-derivation with 
domain @(8,,), which is a u-weakly dense *-subalgebra of B(H) and gis and 
S, are norm closable *-derivations with domains g(Ji,) (2) @(6,), respec- 
tively, both of which are norm dense *-subalgebras of C(H). 
Under the above notations the assertion in Proposition 1.1 is reannounced 
as follows: 
If 6 is a closed *-derivation in C(H), then there exists a closed symmetric 
operator S in H unique up to the addition of a real multiple of the identity 
operator satisfying the following inclusion 
(1.5) 
Using this fact we introduce the spatial deficiency-indices of derivations in 
C(H). 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let 6 be a closable *-derivation in C(H). Suppose that 
S is a closed symmetric operator in H satisfying (1.5) for the norm closure 6 
of 6. The deficiency-indices (n, m) of S will be called the spatial deficiency- 
indices of S. 
The term “spatial” in the above definition is used for the sake of the 
distinction from the codimensions of (1 f @(g(6)) in C(H). Spatial 
deficiency-indices of closable *-derivations in C(H) are invariant under the 
addition of bounded *-derivations since deficiency-indices of symmetric 
operators are invariant under the addition of bound self-adjoint operators (cf. 
PI)* 
We now announce the main result and pose a core problem. 
1.3. THEOREM. Let 6 be a closable *-derivation in C(H). If 6 anti- 
commutes with an involutive *-antiautomorphism (i.e., a2 = I) in C(H), that 
is to say, 
@W = W), 6 0 a(x) = -a 0 6(x) (x E W))9 
and both of the spatial deficiency-indices of 6 are finite, then there exists an 
infinitesimal generator of a continuous action of R on C(H) which extends 6 
and also anti-commutes with a. 
1.4. Question. Does the equation S,-” = Si, hold for every closed 
symmetric operator? 
For maximal symmetric operators the above equation actually holds 
(cf. Remark 2.3). 
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2. PROPERTIES OF SPATIAL DERIVATIONS 
TO prove the theorem we consider the properties of spatial derivations and 
introduce the coinduced operators on the space of the boundary values. 
First, we consider the closedness and the generation of automorphisms of 
spatial derivations. The following statements (iE(iii) are equivalent: 
(i) 6, is u-weakly closed; 
(ii) Jis is norm closed; 
(iii) S is closed. 
A similar fact is the case for generators and self-adjoint operators, i.e., the 
following statements (iv)-(vii) are equivalent: 
(iv) di, is the infinitesimal generator of a u-weakly continuous l- 
perameter group of *-automorphisms of B(H); 
(‘1 4.7 is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous l- 
parameter group of *-automorphisms of C(H); 
(vi) The norm closure of 6, is the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous l-parameter group of *-automorphisms of C(H); 
(vii) S is a self-adjoint operator in H. 
The proof of the above two facts are referred to [ 1 and 21. Second, we 
consider the extendability of spatial derivations of the form 6, and Ji, in 
C(H). Let S, and S, be closed symmetric operators in H. The following four 
facts are easily shown: 
(a) S,, = JFs2 if and only if D(S,) = D(S,), S, + II = S, for some 
real constant 1; 
(b) Jis, = Jis, if and only if S, + AZ = S, for some J E R; 
(c) 8Ls, E dis, if and only if S, + AZ G S, for some 1 E R; 
(d) If St.,, s Jis2, then S, + AZls S, for some d E R. 
We do not know whether the converse of the statement (d) is true or not. 
However in a special case the converse is also valid (cf. Sect. 4). 
Let S, be a symmetric extension of a symmetric operator S,. Then it is 
easily shown that the following two assertions are equivalent: 
(e> 8i,, E $iS, ; 
(f) x(Q(S2)) E g(S,) for every x in Q(qs,). 
Let S be a closed symmetric operator in H. We denote by S* the adjoint 
operator of S. We then define an inner product ( 1 )” and a norm 1 I# on 
a(S*) by the formulae: 
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for r, n E g(S*). Then g(S*) becomes a Hilbert space and D(S) a closed 
linear subspace in it with respect o the norm 1 I#, We consider the behavior 
of elements in L@(6,,) on the quotient space L9(S*),@(S). 
Since every element in ~(6i,) maps 9(S*) (resp. g(S)) into 8(S*) 
(resp. Q(S)) we define pX on g(S*) by 
under which L%(S) is a closed invariant subspace. It is easily seen that each 
pX is bounded (]pX] Q~(]x] + )6i,(x)J)) for x in g(S!,) and each px is 
compact for x in ~9(6J with respect o the norm ] ]#. 
Moreover, since g(S) is invariant under px, px canonically induces the 
coinduced operator rr, on the orthogonal complement 8(S)’ of 93(S) in 
@(S*) defined by 
where E is the orthogonal projection of 9?(S*) onto G(S)‘. It follows that 
the maps 
are continuous homomorphisms (non- *-preserving) for Banach algebras. 
Each element n, of the image of a(&) under the homomorphism has the 
following property: 
2.1. LEMMA. Let S be a closed symmetric operator in H. If x is an 
element in @(6& then the operator x, dej?ned above has the spectrum 
consisting of a singleton (0). Therefore if the deficiency-indices of S are 
finite, the algebra {x,: x E ~(F;:s)} is nilpotent. 
ProoJ Suppose that x is an element in G3(Jis). Since x is a compact 
operator on H, the spectrum Sp(x) of x in B(H) does not separate the 
complex plane. It follows from [ 1, Theorem 21 that the resolvent (x -AI)-’ 
belongs to D(6,) for every L E C\Sp(x), so that we have the inclusion 
SP@,) E SP(X)* (2.1) 
Since 9(S) is invariant under px, 9(S)’ is invariant under @J*. As 
@J* and (KJ* are compact, it follows that 
Sp((rQ*) c SP(@,)*), 
So that we have 
SP(%) E SP@,)* (2.2) 
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Let I, be a nonzero eigenvalue of x. Then there exists a positive number r] 
such that {A E C: II - & ] < 2~} n Sp(x) = 0. We consider the Riesz integral 
It follows from [ 1,5] that 
(i) PAO(Z-Z) is finite-dimensional; 
(4 SPW - PA,)) = SP(X)\{& 1; 
(iii) PA, E Q?(di,) and xPAo E ~(~i,). 
As xPA, is a finite-dimensional operator, we have 
xqp) E qq, 
so that we have 
xX = %P~otx(r-P~,) = *xP& f %(l-PAo) = %(l-PnJ' (2.3) 
It follows from (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) that the following relations hold: 
SP(%) = sP@,(l-Pl,)) E SPMZ -PA,)) = SP(X)\%.J. 
Since the set of nonzero eigenvalues of x is countable and has no 
accumulation points except 0, it follows from the above relation that 
SP(%) = 10). 
In the special case that the deficiency-indices are finite, every operator 7t, 
is nilpotent, i.e., n: = 0 (x E a($,,)), so that rr,,rr,. . +. rrX, = 0 for arbitrary 
elements x, , x2 ,..., and x, in Q(6j,,), where n denotes the sum of the 
deficiency-indices of S (cf. [8]), which implies the lemma. 
2.2. COROLLARY. Zf S is a maximal symmetric operator, then we have 
the inclusion 
x(.qS *>> c= g(s) 
for every X in ~(6is). 
ProojI We may assume the space g(S*) 0 g(S) coincides with the 
eigen-space {r E 9?(S*): S*< = it}. If x is a self-adjoint element in @(&), 
then we have the equations 
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for { and 7 in g(S*) 0 g(S). Therefore n, is self-adjoint and it follows 
from Lemma 2.1 that x, is zero. Since g(si,) is stable under the *- 
operation, we have the equation 
71, = 0 
for every x in G9(6;,), which proves the corollary. 
2.3. Remark. Suppose that S is a maximal symmetric operator with 
deficiency indices of type (0, n) (n is an arbitrary cardinal number) and 
VA = exp@ Shy, is the strongly continuous l-parameter semi-group of 
isometries on H generated from S. Then it follows from the corollary that 
the derivation Jis commutes with the *-homomorphisms x (E C(H)) -+ 
U, XV: (E C(H)). Moreover, using this fact we can show that &s is the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous l-parameter semi-group of 
*-homomorphisms of C(H) and the relation 
3. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let 6 be a closable *-derivation in C(H) which anti-commutes with an 
involutive *-antiautomorphism a of C(H) and has finite spatial deticiency- 
indices. We may assume that 6 is closed. 
As is well known, there is a conjugation J on H, i.e., a conjugate linear 
isometry on H with J2 = I, which satisfies 
a(x) = Jx*J for x E C(H). 
Then there exists a unit vector q,, in H such that PVO E g(6) and q0 and 
JQ, are linearly independent. We define a unit vector v, by the equation 
Since P,. and PJn, = JP,oJ = a(Ptl,) belong to Q(6), the partial isometries 
C(EH)+KIJtlo)tlo(EW and C(EH)+(CIro)Jvo(EH) 
belong to g(6) so that P,, belongs to Q?(6). Clearly we have the equations 
Jv, = ~1 and p.l?l, = p,,. 
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According to [l] we define a closed symmetric operator S, as follows: 
c2(S,) = {xy,: x E !qS)}, 
S,(xq,) = -iS(x) q, t iX,xv, - ixX,q, 
for x E g(6), where X, = 6(P,,) P,, - P,,J(P,,). It follows from Proposition 
1.1 that the relation 
holds, where G?(S) = g(S,), S = S, - ix,. 
By the hypothesis, 6 anti-commutes with a so that we have 
JG(P$ = -d(JP,,J) = -d(PJ and JXp = -Xp J. 
Therefore we have for every x E G(6), 
Jxrj, = Jdj, = a(x*) q, E Q(S,) 
and 
S,,(Jxq,) = -iS(a(x*)) ql t iX,Jxq, - iJxJX,,rll 
= ia(d(x*)) ql - iJx,xrj, t iJxX,q, 
= J[-i&x) ql t iX,xy, - ixX,q,] 
= JSdxrl,). 
Hence we have the relations 
S, J 2 JS, and SJ 2 JS. 
By the hypothesis, the spatial deficiency-indices of 6 are finite so that 
qs*) 0 CqS) is finite-dimensional. If @(S*) @ g(S) = (O}, then the 
derivation 6 is itself a generator, Otherwise, it follows from Lemma 2.1 and 
the well-known theorem of Engel [8] that there exists a nonzero vector to in 
g(S*) 0 g(S) such that 
@0=0, i.e., XT, E WS) 
for every x in g(Jis). It follows that the nonzero vector t, in 
g(S*) 0 g(S) defined by 
t, = to + Jr, if &, and Jc$, are linearly independent, 
ZZ 50 otherwise, 
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satisfies the following conditions: 
6) (S*t, I <,I = (b I S*t,); 
(ii) Xc, E a(S) for X in ~(~is); 
(iii) J(C<,) = C<, . 
Therefore the operator S, defined by 
qs,) = qq + ct, 7 s,r=s*r (<E g(s,)> 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(iv) S, is a closed symmetric extension of S such that (the both 
deficiency-indices of S,) 
= (the both deficiency-indices of S) - 1; 
(v) $i, L $jS, ; 
(vi) S,J2 JS,. 
Continuing this process we obtain a self-adjoint extension S of S with the 
properties below: 
(vii) 6 E sl,, 5 Jis; 
(viii) $Jz J$. 
It is easily seen that 6j.g is a generator of a continuous action of R on 
C(H) and Jis also anti-commutes with cz, which complete the proof of the 
theorem. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we give an example of closed symmetric operators for 
which the converse of the statement (d) in Section 2 is valid. 
EXAMPLE. We define a closed symmetric operator S with deficiency- 
indices (1, 1) as follows: 
WS) = {l E No, 1 I): r is continuous on [0, I] a.e., 
r(O) = <( 1) = 0 and there exists a vector q 
in L*([O, 11) satisfying r(t) = 1: q(u) du 
for a.e. t in [0, l]}, 
(X)(t) = i f t(t) for 0 < t < 1, l E g(S). 
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Then the multiplication operators m, defined by 
h&&> = exp@ 0) t(t) (O<t< 1, 5Eq[o, 11) 
belong to the domain k2(dj,) (cB(L*( [0, I]))) and the reflexion operator U 
defined by 
anti-commutes with S. It follows that every element in C9(8J transport 
G8(S*) into g(S), so that we have si, G 8,~ for every self-adjoint extension s’ 
of s. 
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